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About This Content

With often varying conditions at each starting point (typically comprising of dry tarmac, wet tarmac, snow, and ice, sometimes
all in a single stage of the rally), The Monte Carlo Rally will challenge every aspect of your driving ability, and push your

driving skills to the limit.
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Great turnbased strategy-puzzle type game that is unlike anything I have ever played.. This pack is AWSOME for the price!!!
The F1's are the best you can drive right now in any sim IMHO. Codemasters have real work to do I am sorry to say!! The
RedBull ring is rendered very well!!! The sound of the lambo is smile inducing!! Can't wait for the next pack with
PORSCHES!!!!! :). wierd game

ok, but wierd. Fantasy Mosaics 16 is a milestone in the series: finally, you have 6 colors in a grid. Is 6 colors a good news or
not? Will it facilitate the game or will it complicate it?

Just for reminder, this is how my review for the 14th game began.

"Fantasy Mosaics is a series of nonograms (also known as griddlers) games released for iOS and Android before being ported on
PC and Mac. I know that because I've added the whole series on Neoseeker. That's why when I saw it on Greenlight, I voted yes,
despite the fact that it's just puzzles after puzzles."

And while it was the first game released on Steam, the 14th was coming from a long way, as it was introducting a fourth color. I
don't know how it was before, so, the change of numbers was really experimented with the 16th game.

And it's not really making the game easy unless two or three colors are just plain to place. However, I found myself to choose
more often which tile is colored at the end, when the rest of the colors were placed correctly and don't give a clue to where to
place the last tiles. It has worsened with the 17th game but before reviewing it, let's just speak about Six Colors in Wonderland.

Nothing really changed. In fact, it's just two colors added at once but the mechanisms aren't changing: you have a series of
numbers indicating how many tiles are used for a drawing in the column or in the line. Sometimes, it's easy as the whole line or
column is concerned but at other times, it's really a matter of making your brain work: if for example, three tiles are needed and
known, you know that the tiles just next to the beginning and the end can't be used for the column or the rest of the line.

And that's it. 20 levels of 5 drawings, which means that I've solved 400 nonograms (yeah, I finished the 17th game and I've just
bought the 18th), which I didn't realise until now. As usual, the plot isn't really developed for the penguin family. Besides, the
15 hours in the game is just showing that I've taken my sweet time... or reset puzzles because I'm challenging myself to have no
mistake (and no use of hints). That challenge made me forget that bonus can be found under a colored tile: allowing more
mistakes, hints and well, I didn't really pay much more attention. Besides, as far as I've seen, your "garden" or "landscape" is
developing without needing a perfect score. Each level is rewarding you with an object, an animal, a structure or anything else.
Sometimes, it's not even making sense but as we're clearly in a fantasy world, I suppose that it's making sense in that universe.

The drawings aren't really connected to each other but it's still great to discover them and to see if you managed to guess them or
not.

I can honestly say that Fantasy Mosaics 16 is a challenge for people who loves using their brains, however, as usual, the full
price is for me too high. Let's be honest here: 10 bucks for no real innovation is too high and while I've spent my money with
the launch discount (-30%), I suggest you to wait for a better price.

And in the end, yeah, adding two colors can complicate some drawings. Be warned!. This Game is probably a 3-4* out of 5.
However I would not suggest this game if you're starting out on the visual novel franchise, there are parts of this game that
seemed extremely rush and therefore would most likely unmotivate newcommers.

Let's start with the characters, I'll be going over only the MC and the 4 main heroines.

Starting with the MC, Narumi-kun, Kouki, Kouki-kun, onii-chan, or however you'd like to refer to him as, he is bland, like
almost every other visual novel MC out there, his main purpose is to fufill the role of a Self-Insert MC, and he does this job
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nicely, however it does lack some depth but in the end it isn't what people look in MCs.

Next I'll be going over the Main 4 Heroines, starting from Left to Right.

First up is Kaoruko, I'll start by saying that I believe her route is extremely rushed, and definitely the worse out of the 4, her
personality, looks, and just basic character character design is fine, but the writing in her route just lacks a lot of depth for a
main heroine. When I first saw this game, I thought Kaoruko was the main poster girl, and I was kinda correct with the main
common route and prolouge revolving around her, if the common route and prolouge were to be considered part of her "main"
route, then the story would make sense and the writing at the end can be somewhat looked over as just budget problems.
However that's not the case, so for those who are looking forward to this game just for her, prepared to be dissappointed.
(Ranked place 4 out of the 4 routes)

Next is Mihiro, who is what I'd believe to be best girl of this game. Opinions aside, her route is nothing too extraordinary, but
also not a complete mess like Kaoruko's, Mihiro is meant to fill the role of Childhood Friend route, but because you first view
her as a friend of Toa, who we'll be going over next, I saw her as more of a friend or junior than the "childhood friend" however
during her route it really shows how much she knows about the MC, and it was fun. It's almost like you've ordered your favorite
food, but had it slightly altered. (Ranked place 2 out of the 4 routes)

As stated before, now we'll be going over Toa, the little sister, now I'd like to begin this by saying that I'm not a big fan of sister
routes, I personally don't like it in visual novels as a main route, but again, opinions aside Toa's route also seemed a bit rushed,
not as extreme as Kaoruko's route was, but still to the point where if you've played mutliple VNs before, you'd notice, there's
only really one major problem with this route and that's the MC's surprise confession that had very little preparation and
foreshadowing, the only other route that did this was, yet again Kaoruko's. However, if you'd overlook this problem and the tiny
hint of rushed writing, then the route would be ok. (Ranked place 3 out of the 4 routes)

Lastly, Ashe, if there's one thing they did right this game, it's Ashe's route, it's definitely without arguement in my opinion, the
best route of this game, as much as I love Mihiro, I just can't place her route over Ashe's because it's just that good, they did
everything right with her route, the build-up for Ashe's realization that she's in love with the MC, and vice versa the MC's
realization that he's in love with Ashe, the confession itself, the conflict after, and the solution to the conflict was all well done.
This is basically the best possible outcome for a Tsundere route that Ashe is going after, and I highly recommand this game just
for her route if you're willing to pay for it. (Ranked place 1 out of the 4 routes)

Summary: Kaoruko's route is rushed, Mihiro's best girl, Toa's meh meh, and Ashe's route is amazing. I enjoy this one, with dev
could be quite good
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music: 10\/10
controls: 9\/10
graphics: 10\/10
replay value: 8\/10

pros: has 5 levels which are break down into 4 areas. the game is fast and has great music. has mission mode which is a boss
rush mode.

cons: since its a bullet hell game, this game will be hard, even on easy mode.

in short, if you like bullet hell games, this game is for you.. http://youtu.be/_NtynDQMUuE. Best remedy to get rid of stress..
Early Access Watcher Public Service Announcement

Game: No Way Out

Update Version: Initial Release

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.

Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/m.youtube.com\/watch?v=LY9JgqaPZ94

I am going to just go out and say it: this is not ready for Early Access. I have seen worse running games (not surprising since the
world itself is pretty empty), but what is available is flawed in more ways than one. Unfinished landscapes can be seen by the
missing edges of rock formations and flooring, lighting is unavailable in certain buildings that are crucial towards progression,
the gameplay is hampered by enemies and items randomly falling from the sky, and above all else the first mission holds a key
behind a door that cannot be opened once retrieved. Plenty of other issues exist: rifle doesn't equip when toggled even though
the player has ammunition, items do not spawn in the second city portion as they do in the first, there is barely any ambient
sound outside extensive running and gun fire, enemy attack animations reset whenever the player moves so they just rub up
against you and there is no background music for the main menu or the game world.

Main concepts regarding gameplay involve collecting keys to increase security level to access areas with items, using the scarce
supply of bullets to headshot zombies (who shamble around unless you get within five feet of them) and collecting food to
prevent hunger. Special keys also need to be gathering which require farming 90-100 keys to access the bronze, silver and gold
key. The experience is boring, monotonous and irritating due to the footstep sound effect accompanied by silence and the
occasional gun shot. This tech segment needs a lot of work just to reach Greenlight readiness levels and is nowhere near
acceptable at the current asking price. I wish the developers the best, but I would suggest anyone interested in this to avoid it
until some serious changes are made to the core structure and the menus (please change the font to something easier to read).

This has been a EAW PSA.

Edit 1: I went back and played the very beginning to try and locate the flashlight. It is hidden in the very far courner of the
starting area. For something as crucial as this item, I recommend placing some directional assistance.. Awesome DLC. The
maps are cool, the perks are cool, and the new enemies are cool. The two new weapons added in this DLC, the Nailgun and
Cricle Saw, are pretty cool, too. The Nailgun is good, but not great. The Circle Saw is amazing if used correctly (one of the
reviews below mine states the Circle Saw is "useless" and "silly," which, in my opinion, is completely false). The Circle Saw's
secondary fire pierces armor really well, making quick work of Lumes like the Heavy, Floater, Soaker, etc.
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